Altima ac compressor

Right now the most frustrating is the AC not working. Its blows out vent air but it doesn't get
cold anymore. We added freon and still nothing. The compressor is working so its not that. The
mechanics are at a loss as to what it could be. This was my first Nissan and it will for sure be
my last! I live in Florida so it's very hot! I leave for work at AM so it never really seemed to be a
problem with the AC. In the afternoon it didn't seem to get cold, but, I only work 8 miles from
home. Until recently, when my mom passed in Pennsylvania, I have been making many trips
back and forth from Florida to Pennsylvania and that is when I noticed my AC didn't seem to
work all the time. A few days ago, it stopped all together and blows only hot air! Stopped at a
garage locally and he tested and said it was the compressor. I told him I had some recalls I had
to have completed and I wanted to see with dealer if anything was covered! Called for recall and
asked about compressor. The person on the phone told me it was because it is so hot in Florida
and it runs a lot!! LOL I'm a woman but I'm not that stupid!! For all Nissan Altimas that have
been having issues with the AC for ex. The service advisors are there to make money for the
company and also take a good commission home. But for those of us who would like to save
some money while actually getting to the bottom of the issue, here are some tips. I will start
with what happen to my Nissan Altima SL 2. The car would blow hot air on a hot air all of a
sudden. I checked the freon and while i could add more it was not low. Decided to add one more
can on my own, they are cheap to buy and the hose is also pretty cheap. Needless to say please
buy one that has a gauge to make sure you don't over fill because that can cause a mayor
problem too. Once you have made sure you have the right amount of freon next step to make
sure its not your compressor it to run you vehicle with the AC on. Quick tip, you Do Not have to
have it at full blast and I will explain why a little later. If it does get at all fresh at least you must
open hood and make sure the AC line is cold. If the line is cold you know the compressor is
good. If the line did not cool off then the compressor is shot, in which case you will have to
replace sorry to tell you. But if your line is cold the compressor is working. Next step is testing
the AC in different speeds on the blow motor. My AC seemed to work on all settings except
when I put it on the 2 highest levels of blowing, in which all it would blow is hot air and in every
other setting the car would blow cold air. In which case i would the the blend door actuator was
really the problem. This part controls the temperature of air the car blows and for some reason
it gets stuck in hot when you push the blower to high. This part can go for different prices
between depending on where you get it and if its used or new. It can still be a little pricey but
beats buying a new compressor and still having the problem. I always recommend trying to fix
the problem with the cheapest route instead of spending so much money to still be stuck with
the same problem. I have other issues with this car. Wheel bearings, Nissan said not covered.
Rust on the trunk, not covered. Took it to an auto center, charged it up and said it is ok. I think
that the car needs to be recalled and a refund for the high cost of a lemon. I would complain to
Nissan but they will brush me off as they have before. They would not cover anything I took to
them before. Beware people, stay away from Nissan. Bad cars, bad warranty, bad company to
deal with. They want your money, after that you are on your own. My air conditioner blows air
but it's not cold. I took the car to the dealership and was told that the compressor has a hole in
it. The hole is in the back of the compressor and not in the front, where it could have been
caused by a rock or something. The dealership told me that the part is covered by warranty, but,
the part is back ordered and they do not know how many WEEKS I'll have to wait for the part.
I'm thinking if this is a back ordered part, that this issue is happening a lot and is due to failure
of the part. I have had a bunch of Nissans so I figured, hey, why not try an Altima, even though it
is clunker of the millennium, I gave it a shot. I thought it was Freon. Under warranty. Closer to
warranty now, as it ends at ,, guess what? Compressor is bad, under warranty. So after this Im
out of warranty I hope to God nothing else goes bad. The problem started last summer. My car
would blow cold air while the car was in motion but, when sitting in traffic or idle in my car, it
would blow hot air. In the Houston, TX heat this doubles the temperature. I finally was able to
bring it in to get it checked. I thought it might be a fan or something simple. The compressor
quit working, and it needs to be fixed. My car is only 3 years old and I don't know a lot about
cars but I'm sure this is way too soon for this to happen. Hopefully this New Compressor will
last longer than 3 years!!! Mind you it was miles around that time. Nissan said they've checked
and nothing wrong with it. Winter months came around of course no issues. But now that JunJuly hits I have to constantly turn on and off ac to see if it'll blow cold air. The 60 degrees ac
temp is almost feeling like in the 70 degree bracket. So decided to take my car to an automotive
shop because I can't stand the issue So I decided to take it to an automotive shop and the
verdict is not low freon, which I thought was the only problem. Found no leak in the ac system
but now my compressor is not working the way it should and needs replacement. Mind you now
my car is 39k miles just ran out of warranty. So called Sterling McCall Nissan and said it's not
covered in warranty no more. The repair for this is approx. Just can't believe that in 39k mikes

this compressor will go out. It's sad. I agree that there should be a recall on this. Another friend
of mine is having same issues with her Nissan Frontier. Nissan should really into this issue It
makes me wonder now if I should stick with a Honda and Toyota. Sad :. AC works well except
with it about degrees and in traffic or idling in parking lot. Just blows hot air. I took it to nissan
vacaville last year for some problem. Hot and car not rolling. AC only blows hot. I drove around
the block 3 time and the ac started working and stayed working even after I stopped and idled in
the parking lot. Seem like something not able to function unless air is coming into from of
vehicle while moving. Same situation on highway and stopped for traffic. Blows hots when most
needed, hot about degrees. I am going back into to vacaville nissan to let them look at it again,
but I dont have any faith in Nissan AC Update from Jul 16, : I took it to the nissan dealer. I was a
cooler day. Not They recommended a flush and check. I did not buy the extended warranty
since i have good luck with nissans before. But now I am not sure if I want to have it replaced
especially since it was cool day and I doubt it was having the problem. My guess it is something
it the computer and the AC is shutting down when really hot to save emmission or something.
When the car is moving at at least miles per hour the AC works just fine even if above a I think
the Japanese never have it hot and the engineers have not designed it well. I think it should be
recalled. If below 95 it works fine. Hey Everyone, I have Nissan Altima 2. I bought this car on
May, I am having trouble with my AC when temperature is too hot outside degree in Texas
sometimes it's blewing hot air. I have to turn off and turn on again then it's worked but
sometimes it's blew only hot air. I took my car to Nissan dealership and Firestone, Midas but
they told me Freon was low and after re-checking they come up with AC compressor not
working in your car. If AC compressor is not working then why it's working most of the time?
Nissan has to do something about it. I called Nissan Customer service but they can't help me
out for this problem. That's sound crazy.. Please never buy your next car Nissan. Their
customer support and parts are not so good as i thought. I don't know what I'm going to do
now. Please let me know if anyone has same problem. If you have a for-profit service, contact
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